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    The Ichidokusougouhou is an educational method for reading born by incorporating the 
postwar Soviet language view and critical reading. However, The author thinks that the 
“tunnel-type reading comprehension” developed by Shinji Hayashi before the war was the 
source of the Ichidokusougouhou. This is because there is a common method of separating and 
reading sentences that can be said to be a characteristic of the Ichidokusougouhou.  
    The purpose of this paper is to examine the reading instruction theory of Hayashi in the 
prewar days that inherited the flow of Taisho Liberal Education, and to explore what Hayashi's 
reading view of education led to the Ichidokusougouhou. As a research method, the author 
compared Shotaro Okuno's theory of reading education, which is said to be a representative of 
Taisho Liveral Education, with that of Shinji Hayashi. The author also explores trends in 
reading education in the 1920s and 30s. 
    As a result, the following became clear. First is that tunnel reading was inspired by the 
exploration of teaching principles and the development of various teaching methods in the era 
when sentence methods were at the center. Second, Hayashi's reading theory was centered on 
an educational view centered on children who had difficulty reading letters. Thirdly, Hayashi 
recognized the importance of vocabulary teaching as Okuno, and positioned it as a study to 
enrich sentence comprehension and reading. The four points emphasized the act of children's 
reading on their own, incorporating the learning activities of “speaking-reading-writing” and 
making discussions between children the basics of reading instruction. The fifth point is that 
Hayashi's basic reading method is to express "what I felt and understood while reading", which 
leads to Okuno's "association activity". 
 










































































































































  １ 話し-読み-書き（二十八頁七行迄） 
① 蛙の子が川ばたで遊んでいたときの話をしま
しょう。 






  ２ 朗読練習 
 第二時 
  １ 朗読練習  
新出文字の復習 
  ２ 前時学習した分について話し合い 






  ４ 話し方・朗読の指導      （以下略） 
「指導の計画」の欄 




































８ 教師の朗読。応用練習として副教材を板書し、読  
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